Badminton-Peer Assessment Sheets

Observe your partner performing the following shots a minimum of 5 times EACH SHOT and then Circle YES, NO or SOMETIMES.

(1) **Forehand Clear Shot:**
- Ready position with feet and shoulders parallel to the net: YES NO SOMETIMES
- Holding the racket slightly to the backside: YES NO SOMETIMES
- Knees bent: YES NO SOMETIMES
- Contacting the birdie as high as possible in front of the body: YES NO SOMETIMES
- Racket face tilted upward: YES NO SOMETIMES
- Does the birdie clear the opponent’s racket: YES NO SOMETIMES
- Does the birdie land close to the back line: YES NO SOMETIMES

(2) **Forehand Drop Shot:**
- Racket face is flat: YES NO SOMETIMES
- Racket face is pointing ahead or slightly downward: YES NO SOMETIMES
- The birdie is gently guided over the net: YES NO SOMETIMES
- Follow through: YES NO SOMETIMES
- The birdie drops over the net: YES NO SOMETIMES
- The birdie lands in the front of opponent’s court: YES NO SOMETIMES

(3) **Forehand Smash Shot:**
- Birdie is contacted in front of the body: YES NO SOMETIMES
- Wrist and forearm rotate quickly: YES NO SOMETIMES
- Racket is facing downward: YES NO SOMETIMES
- Shot is attempted at the front of the court: YES NO SOMETIMES

(4) **Backhand Clear Shot:**
- The birdie is hit hard and upward: YES NO SOMETIMES
- The birdie is hit as high as possible: YES NO SOMETIMES
- The birdie is hit over the net: YES NO SOMETIMES
- Contact is made in front of the body: YES NO SOMETIMES
- Racket face is flat to the target: YES NO SOMETIMES

(5) **Backhand Drop Shot:**
- The racket is flat: YES NO SOMETIMES
- The racket is pointed ahead: YES NO SOMETIMES
- The racket is pointed slightly downward: YES NO SOMETIMES
- The birdie lands close to the net: YES NO SOMETIMES